Fixed panel line

PRATIKA is a fixed fly screen ideal for windy areas, produced
with only one profile but very versatile in its varies fixing
options; using special accessories it can be installed:
Into the window opening with wall clips;
Fixed by the “coccinella” junctions;
Placed by magnetic fixing.
Attached with magnetic perimeter

It is supplied in:
- Do-it-Yourself Kit; profiles and assembling accessories;
made to size

It is also possible to realize corners different from 90° by
using the “adjustable corner accessory”

45° ÷ 135°

Adjustable corner accessory

Dimensions must be communicated Width X Height in mm
clearly stating if it is finished measure of the flyscreen or if
it is the opening measure
Finished measure: flyscreen supplied with the given
sizes.
Window opening: the flyscreen will be supplied 2mm less
than the given size
suggested size (mm)

W

min.

-

-

max.

1400

1400

1200

2200

cross profile
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H

Coccinella clip

Magnetic fixing clip

Wall fixing clip

Magnetic perimeter

27

11

11

22
Wall fixing clip

26

Coccinella clip

Magnetic perimeter
26
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11

17

26

profiles and accessories

285 gr/lm

Aluminium profile

€ 4,49 lm

Cap for magnetic perimeter

€ 0,01 each

Corner

€ 0,57 each

Magnetic corner

€ 3,07 each

Wall clip

€ 0,80 each

T joint

€ 0,74 each

Coccinella clip

€ 1,32 each

Roll 200 lm
€ 51,11 rl - € 0,29 lm

Rubber seal ø 6,5 - ø 7 mm
made to size

PRATIKA

Roll 200 lm
Magnetic profile

€ 1,01 lm

standard dark aluminium

Wall fixing

min to invoice 1 sqm

€ 41,53 sqm

Magnetic fixing

min to invoice 1 sqm

€ 45,99 sqm

Coccinella clip

min to invoice 1 sqm

€ 43,46 sqm

Magnetic perimeter

min to invoice 1 sqm

€ 45,99 sqm

Special corners Pratika

quotation by request
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STANDARD

01 white 9010

02 ivory 1013

03 brown 8017

04 green 6005

10 marble green

11 marble brown

12 marble grey

13 marble red

18 sublimate walnut

19 sublimate cherry

20 sublimate pine

21 sublimato douglas

27 naturall walnut medium

28 naturall walnut dark

29 naturall cherry

MARBLE
any series + 10%

SUBLIMATE
plissè

+ 30%

any series + 40%
america

+ 50%

NATURALL
plissè

+ 30%

any series + 40%
america

+ 50%
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